Automated classification of pathological gait after stroke using ubiquitous sensing technology.
This study uses machine learning methods to distinguish between healthy and pathological gait. Examples of multi-dimensional pathological and normal gait sequences were collected from post-stroke and healthy individuals in a real clinical setting and with two Kinect sensors. The trajectories of rotational angle and global velocity of selected body joints (hips, spine, shoulders, neck, knees and ankles) over time formed the gait sequences. The combination of k nearest neighbor (kNN) and dynamic time warping (DTW) was used for classification. Leave one subject out cross validation was implemented to evaluate the performance of the binary classifier in terms of F1-score in the original feature space, and also in a reduced dimensional feature space using PCA. The pair of k = 1 in kNN and the warping window size 25% of gait sequences in DTW achieved maximum F1-score. Using PCA, pathological gait sequences were discriminated from healthy sequences with the F1-score = 96%.